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The Only Constant is Change
The Greek philosopher,
Heraclitus, made his mark by
teaching that continual change is
a given. His most famous quote,
which you may have heard or
read, is “no man steps in the
same river twice.” Extending
that thought to today’s business
environment, we can’t expect
things to go back to how they
were because of technology and
globalization.
Those two factors are responsible for
world currency fluctuations, sudden price
swings in raw materials, abrupt changes
in demand, drastic shifts in energy and
transportation costs, and changes in how we
conduct business: online instead of by mail or
phone, 24/7 instead of 9-to-5 and around the
world instead of across town.
Given that ongoing change at a breakneck
pace is “the new normal,” success in business
depends more than ever on subscribing to a
philosophy of “adapt or die.” That approach
means committing yourself to adapting
your attitudes and actions (mindsets and
behaviors) to be in step with the times,
no matter how much they’re a-changing.
Specifically:
•

•

Don’t be an ostrich. Sticking your head
in the sand in resistance to change gets
you nowhere. Instead, embrace change as
being a regular part of business.
Structure your company to quickly
accept change. Being able to react
quickly to change can mean the difference
between winning a piece of business and
seeing it go to a competitor. Whether
being prepared for change means having
a lean staff, leasing equipment instead

of buying it so you can best keep
up with modern technology, or
anything else, do what’s necessary
to respond to the conditions of your
particular market sector.
• Keep your finances in order. Just
as you make sure your personal
checking account has enough
money to cover monthly expenses,
in business you need to know when
to sell stagnant or aging inventory,
and how to maintain inventory
levels which enable you to have sufficient
cash reserves to finance changes you’ll be
required to make in the future.
•

Prepare to act decisively. “Paralysis
by analysis” has been the downfall of
many companies of all sizes. When it
becomes time to act – and you’ll know it
based on experience, or on advice from
a skilled professional – treat change as
an opportunity to improve instead of a
roadblock to progress.

Being in business today is arguably riskier
and more stressful than it has been at any time
since the Great Depression. The alternative
isn’t an option for most of us, but accepting
the pace of change in today’s business world is
something that’s within our power to control.
As we approach the home stretch of 2015,
is your attitude toward change as positive as
it should be? Are you helping your company
prepare for a bright future, or are you stuck in
longing for a past that’s unlikely to return?
I hope your answers to those questions,
and your actions, put you in a position to meet
customers’ needs more effectively than ever
despite the growing number of obstacles we
face collectively and individually.
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President’S MESSAGE

Why Streamline Government When
You Can Tax Small Businesses?
While most of
you are familiar
with the budget debate in Harrisburg,
what you may not
recognize is that
small businesses,
the lifeblood of
each and every
community in
Pennsylvania, are
the proverbial sheep
being taken to
slaughter. One would think the small business community has done something wrong
to incur the wrath of our elected officials.
After all, what other reason could be given to
the slew of proposed taxes and legislative acts
that impact small businesses more than any
other entity in Pennsylvania?
First we have the State Government and
Gov. Wolf who want to increase the Personal
Income Tax. According to the U.S. Census
Bureau, over 85 percent of all firms in the
Commonwealth have fewer than 20 employees. Unlike our large business brethren,
a majority of small businesses are taxed
as pass-through entities (sole proprietors,
LLC’s, etc.). Thus, an increase in the Personal
Income Tax directly impacts business owners
at a proportionately higher level than large
businesses. The Governor and all our elected
leaders know this.
In the City of Pittsburgh, elected leaders have focused on small businesses in two
specific areas in the past six months. The Paid
Sick Time Act was introduced and signed in
less than 45 days. This has been so hastily
put together and rolled out that a majority
of businesses in and around the City have no
idea this law goes into effect in January 2016.
Businesses in Pittsburgh are no longer permitted to determine their own paid sick time
language and instead must meet the minimum as established by the city or face fines
by the city and charges by their employees.

The second area the City of Pittsburgh
leadership has been considering via panel
discussions is the $15 per hour minimum
wage. Controller Michael Lamb is quoted in
the papers stating that a minimum wage of
$15 per hour will generate an additional $1
million in city taxes and $2 million in school
taxes, and provide a better living standard
for residents. If the wage increase happens
in a vacuum then this is true. However, let’s
look at the real picture. A company employing 10 people in the City of Pittsburgh could
see its payroll increase by $2,000 PER WEEK
and $104,000 PER YEAR ($5 an hour across
the board raise x 10 people x 40 hours x 52
weeks). The real impact of requiring a $15
per hour minimum wage is that the City
will lose employees. Businesses will have to
decide to reduce their headcount to make up
for the increased cost of labor, increase their
prices and become less competitive, move
out of the city where it is not required to pay
$15 per hour, or they will go out of business
due to their inability to compete with companies outside the region.
As a result, instead of generating additional revenues and creating a higher
standard of living as Mr. Lamb contends,
unemployment in the city will increase,

the standard of living for many will drop,
revenue may go up but will be offset by the
cost of more people relying on government
subsidies. Hence the proposed solution exacerbates the problem government is trying
to fix.
All of this is to excuse the wasteful
and archaic way government does business. Instead of streamlining government
or reinventing itself, the way businesses
do, government is stuck in yesteryear. A
sensible government would have changed its
retirement structure a decade ago, instead of
doubling down. An educated government
would have privatized liquor sales years ago
like most every other state instead of trying
to justify the high cost, lack of options, and
dismiss those who truly want the freedom
of choice as well as being able to have wine
shipped from California to their home address. How dare we!
At a time when government employees, on average, earn over 40 percent more
in wages and benefits than private-sector
employees, it is time for government to
streamline itself, live within its means and
give small businesses, and those we employ,
a much-needed break.

President, SMC Business Councils

"One would think the small business community
has done something wrong to incur the wrath of
our elected officials. After all, what other reason
could be given for the slew of proposed taxes...?"

SMC.ORG
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DYNAMIC BUSINESS
TODAY’S INNOVATIVE COMPANIES

Startup Invests in Spent Fuel
Storage System Production
by Todd miller
As the saying goes, “One person’s
leftovers are another’s banquet.” Custom
Nuclear Fabrication (CNF), a Canonsburg
manufacturer of spent nuclear fuel storage
systems and nuclear-grade components,
is a case in point. The company, headed
by Peter Quinlan, who has been involved
with the nuclear industry for more than 30
years, is filling a void left by the closing of
the GE-Hitachi Nuclear Custom Fabrication
Plant late last year. Since March of this year

“My partners and I decided to start CNF
due to relationships we’ve had with designers
of spent fuel storage systems and the market
opportunities we saw,” says Mr. Quinlan.
“Building these systems requires a combination of technical expertise and regulatory
knowledge that few companies have.” Mr.
Quinlan, who divides his time between
the Canonsburg facility and his home in
Connecticut, estimates that CNF has a dozen
competitors nationwide.
“Locating the business in Pittsburgh
makes us extremely competitive,” says Mr.
Quinlan. “When deciding where to situate
our plant, we looked at the Northeast and
Southeast, and chose our location because of
the concentration of skilled tradespeople in
the region.” Those specialists include welders, fitters, machinists and quality control
inspectors.
The company’s western Pennsylvania
facility also makes it convenient for CNF to
ship its products by truck or rail to customers in the eastern half of the United States,
the area in which the majority of CNF’s end
user client base is located.

CNF is filling a void left by last year’s closing
of the GE-Hitachi plant in Canonsburg.

CNF has been leasing 200,000 square feet in
Pennsylvania Transformer Technology’s
1 million square-foot facility near
Southpointe and employs 55 people, with
more than 120 employees expected to be on
the payroll by the end of next year.
8
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The company’s initial contract for
manufacturing dry storage steel canisters for
spent nuclear fuel came from French nuclear
giant Areva TN, which was looking for a
domestic fabricator. Areva is a competitor of
Cranberry Township-based Westinghouse,
and of GE and Babcock & Wilcox, in the
design and construction of nuclear power
plants. The storage systems CNF is manufacturing will be used at FirstEnergy nuclear
plants in Shippingport, PA (Beaver Valley
Nuclear Power Station), 35 miles northwest
of Pittsburgh, and Oak Harbor, OH, near
Toledo (Davis-Besse).
The spent nuclear fuel assemblies are
placed inside a stainless steel canister at the
plant. The loaded canister is then placed

CNF manufactures dry storage steel canisters for
spent nuclear fuel.

inside a concrete bunker, or overpack, which
is stored on a football field-size concrete pad
at the nuclear plant. Within the industry,
pads are known as independent spent fuel
storage installations, or ISFSIs. Most nuclear
plants have ISFSI facilities on their grounds.
CNF’s canisters are an alternative to storing spent nuclear fuel assemblies in pools of
water within the nuclear plant. According to
Mr. Quinlan, “The U.S. nuclear power plants
were never designed to hold all the fuel that
they would generate over a 40-year or 60year operating life. When fuel pools become
full, dry storage systems provide an alternative storage method.”
Going forward, Mr. Quinlan expects the
quality of CNF’s work to expand opportunities for the company in the civilian and
military sectors.
“Having seen how things in our industry
have been done traditionally, CNF is prepared to apply that knowledge and experience to the production of quality systems and
components, and to providing our customers
with superior service. We’re proud to be doing it in western Pennsylvania and look forward to continue being a part of the region’s
ongoing transformation.” WP

perspective
LEADING POINTS OF VIEW

Pennsylvania Manufacturers:
Building a Bridge Across the Talent Divide
by larry barger, cpa
Pennsylvania has long been a hotbed
for manufacturing activity and innovation,
particularly in the Greater Pittsburgh area.
As manufacturing undergoes rapid evolution and disruption, however, the escalating
skills gap faced by many manufacturers in
recent years could be reaching a tipping
point. And nowhere is this evolution more
evident than in Pittsburgh.
To get a sense of the breakneck speed at
which manufacturing in the area is growing
and advancing, look no further than to
recent investments by two leading global
companies, Alcoa and GE, to expand their
facilities in the area.
The advent of new technologies,
particularly additive manufacturing,
has shifted the nature of manufacturing
jobs away from traditional factory positions and toward professions requiring
a more specialized skill set. Though the
nation’s unemployment rate hit a sevenyear low this fall, more than three-fourths
of U.S. manufacturers reported difficulty
finding capable personnel, according to
statistics developed by Accenture and the
Manufacturing Institute.
Outsourcing might also be contributing to this talent divide, as companies
send lesser skilled positions to developing
nations, leaving manufacturers to compete
at home for the highly skilled employees
they need.
Shoring up a new crop of talented workers will be paramount as the region looks
to maintain a steady stream of prominent
manufacturers settling and expanding in
the area and preserve its position as a hub
for manufacturing activity and advancement. What will be the keys to cultivating a skilled manufacturing workforce in
Pennsylvania to meet today’s needs and
tomorrow’s advancements?

Engage students and the emerging workforce with community-based outreach to
showcase opportunity in the industry.

external advocates, like specialized recruiters, to help the older generation of manufacturers who now hold C-suite and executive
positions take advantage of previously unexplored avenues for acquiring the talent they
need to bridge the industry’s talent gap.
To address the industry’s long pathway
ahead, communities and business alike need
to take a proactive approach toward building
a robust labor pipeline to address its evolving
needs. With initiatives like Manufacturing
Day picking up steam across the country,
industry can continue to take meaningful
steps toward closing the talent gap. As new
factories gain a foothold, manufacturing
positions in the greater Pittsburgh area will

As part of a nationwide push to invest in
the modernization of the industry and
elevate perceptions around it, many companies and trade organizations, including
the Pennsylvania
Manufacturers’
As Talent Pipeline
Association,
have designated
Continued Product
Manufacturing Days
Innovation
to introduce students
and their parents to
Implementation of
Corporate Strategy
the “new” manufacturing sector.
Educate the existing
labor pool to bolster
skills and encourage
workforce stability.

Attracting, Retaining
& Motivating Key
Personnel & Management
Labor Concerns

Runs Dry, Innovation Wanes
78%
85%
82%
91%
69%
74%
97%
98%

2014
2015
Offer opportunities
for continuing educa- According to statistics developed by Accenture and the Manufacturing Institute,
tion by partnering
U.S. manufacturers reported difficulty finding capable personnel.
with local universities
and/or community
likely continue to demand more specialcolleges to offer specific courses and proized skill sets. Accordingly, broadening the
grams designed to strengthen existing skills
pool of workers ready and able to fill today’s
and introduce new skills to more seasoned
high-tech roles is critical to ensuring a sound
workers and senior leaders. Additionally,
future for the area’s manufacturers. With
investing in scholarship programs can help
the right community outreach, incentives
make these continuing education opportuniand education, the slow trickle of skilled
ties more accessible, increasing the viability
laborers can soon grow into a steady stream
of the existing workforce as the industry
that will sustain the region’s manufacturing
weathers change.
resurgence through today’s challenges and
Explore potential avenues to implement
tomorrow’s unknowns. WP
vocational training within communities
to tap into talent from unconventional
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
backgrounds.
Lawrence P. Barger, CPA, is a senior director
The industry could benefit from drawing
in the Manufacturing & Distribution
in workers from other fields who might be
practice at BDO USA. He leads the firm’s
looking for a career change or service leaders
local Manufacturing & Distribution industry
coming out of the military and armed sergroup in Pittsburgh. He may be reached at
vices. Companies might consider bringing in
lbarger@bdo.com.
SMC.ORG
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Calculating the
Value of Good IT
by Michael Halperin
Apogee IT Services

Recently we attended a luncheon celebrating the 40th anniversary of a regional
organization. For the event the board had
produced a booklet that detailed key changes
members have seen since 1975.
It wasn’t surprising that technology was
one of the topics everyone wrote about.
Office managers and administrators commented on everything from fights with the
fax machines to the size of hard drives, from
the way things used to be done to how IT
defines the way they operate today. A lot has
changed for sure, although maybe not the
fights with machines.
Building, securing, supporting and improving IT is vital to manufacturing companies’ survival, but good IT doesn’t come
easy. It takes incredible talent, experience,
strategy, methodology, discipline and accountability – and, frankly, time and effort.
What are a few of the costs associated
with good IT and bad IT?
Hard Costs
Hard costs include what you spend on
hiring your IT provider or in-house staff
— salaries, benefits, monthly retainer fees,
contract fees, etc.
Then you need to consider hardware,
software and other network administration
costs. Managed services providers (MSPs)
include myriad services, maintenance costs
and other preventive tasks in their monthly
retainer fees, which cover a lot of hard costs
that would normally be part of an IT budget.
Soft Costs
Although soft costs are inexact, you still
need to factor those expenses into your IT
budget. They include internal staff raises
(at least to keep up with inflation, if not

10
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merit-based), office space, paid time off and
continuing education.

•

What if you suffer weeks of downtime because your IT provider isn’t responsive?

You also need to plan for upgrades and
projects. A reputable MSP should be able to
help you understand the complexity of what
you want to do, and the amount of time and
money that would be involved.

•

What if you use a new provider that isn’t
meeting your needs?

Tools & Processes
Internal staff don’t come bundled with
tools and processes, but IT providers do. The
tools you need to ensure efficiency, security,
and consistency are expensive. In every
case, they are critical components of your IT
strategy.
Risk & Loss of Productivity
The cost of risk is necessary to talk about
but hard to measure. These are the “what ifs”
you’re trying to avoid:
•

If you have an IT manager in-house, what if
your network goes down when that person
is on vacation?

•

What is the cost of a bad hire? How long
will it take to find a replacement? What do
you do in the meantime?

These are just a few scenarios in which
having bad IT can become very costly
Managing Technical Talent
Managing IT staff is difficult. Technology
changes so rapidly that IT people continuously need to research, evaluate, and implement
new technologies. Companies often use an
MSP so they don’t need to bear that burden.
When it comes to IT, it’s about much more
than the bottom line. It’s about the value of
good IT vs. bad IT. That value determines the
time and money you’ll want to invest in computer technologies that fuel your business. WP
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Michael Halperin is the CEO of Apogee
IT Services, an award-winning managed
services provider headquartered in the
Pittsburgh suburb of Sewickley.
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Can Your Fiduciary
be Trusted?
by Michael FREKER

The sponsor of a qualified retirement
plan is responsible for compliance with
detailed reporting, disclosure and general
qualification requirements. These requirements are imposed by the Internal Revenue
Code and the fiduciary responsibility provisions of the Employee Retirement Income
Security Act of 1974 (ERISA). ERISA fiduciaries are often said to be charged with the
“highest duty known to the law” and could
face personal liability for breaches.
What is a fiduciary?
A fiduciary is generally a position of trust
acting for the benefit of others with a high
duty of care and loyalty.
ERISA fiduciaries are charged with the
following basic duties as specified in ERISA
Section 404(a):
• Act solely in the interests of plan participants and beneficiaries with the exclusive
purpose of providing benefits to them
(“duty of loyalty”) and avoid prohibited
transactions.
• Be prudent. Act with the care, skill,
prudence and diligence of a person acting
in a like capacity and familiar with such
matters (the “prudent expert rule”). Hire
experts where needed.
• Understand and follow the terms of the
plan documents (unless inconsistent
with ERISA) and make sure document
provisions are up-to-date as required by
current law.
• Diversify plan investments to help minimize risk of large investment losses.
• Pay only reasonable and necessary expenses associated with the maintenance
and administration of the plan.

Who is a fiduciary?
In general, an employer sponsoring a
plan is identified as the “Named Fiduciary”
under ERISA. The Named Fiduciary can
be an individual or a committee and serves
as the “fiduciary in chief ” in charge of
overall plan decision making, selection and
monitoring of plan investments and service
providers, participant education and communication, and day-to-day plan administration and compliance.
Are you a fiduciary?
An important first step in that process is to determine your level of fiduciary
awareness and take the necessary steps to
bring you and your colleagues up to speed.
Consider the following Fiduciary Five
questions:
1. Do you know who the fiduciaries of your
plan are?
2. Do the fiduciaries of your plan know that
they are fiduciaries?
3. Do the fiduciaries of your plan know their
responsibilities under ERISA?
4. Do you have a “fiduciary structure” that
outlines the roles and responsibilities of
each fiduciary, establishes administrative and/or investment committees and a
system for the delegation of duties?
5. Do established and documented processes exist to demonstrate compliance with
fiduciary responsibilities under ERISA?
If you are unable to answer “yes” to all of
the “Fiduciary Five” questions, consider the
following five-step process as an important
first step towards complying with fiduciary
responsibilities and protecting from liability.
Action Steps
Work with a retirement plan professional
to assess your current level of fiduciary
compliance, identify gaps and utilize “best
practices” to address those gaps. It’s easy to
remember…just think “E-R-I-S-A!”
1. Educate
Arrange a training session with an ERISA
expert and your plan fiduciaries to explain
ERISA’s fiduciary responsibility provisions
and discuss common misconceptions, industry trends and best practices.

2. Review
Review current practices, identify gaps,
and develop action steps, processes, and
procedures.
3. Implement-Decide & Delegate
Implement a “fiduciary structure” with appropriate documentation (e.g. board resolution,
committee charter, delegation of duties and
fiduciary acceptance documents).
4.  Stay on Track- Follow Established
Processes
Use tools and checklists to help you follow established processes and maintain consistency
in carrying out fiduciary responsibilities.
5. Always Document Decisions
Be sure to keep clear documentation of all
meetings, discussions and information used
to make fiduciary decisions.
Continuous Improvement
Wherever you find yourself on the fiduciary scale today, there is always room for
improvement. An understanding of basic
fiduciary principles and roles is an important
starting point in developing an appropriate
framework to manage potential liability. WP

SMC NestEgg Retirement Savings Program
provides manufacturers and small businesses
with an easy-to-set up and administer retirement
savings plan for themselves and their employees.

Contact SMC’s plan expert Michael D. Freker
at 412-279-8411 or smcnestegg@smc.org to
schedule a one-on-one meeting.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Michael Freker, ChFC,CFP®, may be reached
at 412.279.8411. He offers securities through
AXA Advisors, LLC (NY, NY 212-314-4600),
member FINRA/SIPC, and offers insurance and
annuity products through AXA Network, LLC.
AGE 107645 (9/15) (Exp. 9/17) AXA Advisors
and AXA Network do not offer tax or legal
advice. Please consult with your professional
tax and legal advisors regarding your particular
circumstances.
SMC.ORG
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Cybercrime Brings
Business to a Halt
by Jay Markey

President, Green Seven Technologies

Imagine running your business without technology. No email, access to files,
vendor information, remote access, business
contents or online calendar. Your technology plays a vital role in the way you work and
communicate with your clients. Serving as
your silent partner in operations, should this
technology fail, not only do you have an IT
problem, but a business problem as well.
Cyber-attacks and data breaches are
everyday occurrences. According to the
National Cyber Security Alliance, one in five
small businesses falls victim to cybercrime

each year. Of those 60% go out of business
within six months.
A Symantec study found 40% of attacks
occur in organizations with less than 500
employees. The company’s asset is their
data and the target of these attacks. More
importantly because many smaller organizations are not adequately prepared to defend
themselves against attacks, access through
their system serve as a gateway for hackers to
also access larger companies, client information and vendors that your company has
relationships with.
How do you protect yourself and your
organization from these threats? It starts
with a strategy, a plan and implementation
of strong policies and procedures. These are
some things to review and implement.
•

Keep anti-virus and anti-malware updated,
implement regular monitoring and review
procedures to anticipate challenges before
they become problems. Have a backup
plan in place and test the plan before disaster strikes to ensure your data is protected.

Schedule automated backups to ensure
regular data protection.
•

Establish a Bring Your Own Device
(BYOD) policy. Mobile devices create
significant security and management challenges. Install security apps to prevent
criminals from stealing information while
working on public networks, set reporting
procedures for lost or stolen equipment and
establish protocols for employee separation.
Institute a locked device procedure and
wipe data clean on lost devices.

•

Set up strong passwords for you and your
employees and consider a mandatory
password update every three months. Have
no passwords using the obvious 12345. A
strong password consists of upper/lower
case alpha, numbers and/or symbols.

•

Clean your system of ghosts haunting your
networks. Inactive users or unused computers that remain a part of your network
can reflect open accounts that could present security holes for unauthorized access.
More than logins, inactive emails from
separated employees or files on devices
no longer used on inactive machines are a
loophole and a crack in the security of your
system.

An essential part of practicing secure
computing is educating employees on how to
make smart computing decisions, especially
when it comes to file sharing through unsecured channels and public wi-fi networks
when working remotely.

Commercial Printing, Mailing & Fulfillment
Leading Western Pennsylvania in Environmental
Sustainability, Technology & Customer Service.

From across the hall or around the world
no matter what the size, every business is a
target for attack. Make cybersecurity a top
priority and security awareness part of your
company’s culture by establishing strong policies and procedures, implementing regular
automated backups and educating employees
on awareness when working remotely.
WP
Don’t get caught short. Green Seven
Technologies will provide a free, no-obligation
Network Risk Assessment and report (a $500
value) to any SMC member.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR

For more information call 724.899.4200 www.knepperpress.com
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Jay Markey is President of Green Seven
Technologies, a Pittsburgh-based Managed
IT Services company that also has offices in
Hermitage, PA.
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Office Design &
Workforce Health
by MICHAEL PARKINSON
The impact of workplace design on the
productivity of a workforce is a subject that
is getting more attention in recent years.
Modern office design – which includes open
spaces, common areas, acoustics, and thermal comfort – is intended to enhance worker
satisfaction with the work environment as
well as enhance interactions that will result
in increased productivity.

Back to Nature?
Over time, work demands change and
work environments change along with it.
Increasingly, we see employees becoming
more sedentary as they spend more time
working in front of a computer and inside a
cubicle. Now, when a company thinks about
the needs of its workforce, one of the things
needed could be more exposure to natural
light. Or, it could be providing a standing
“swing activity” workstation that enables
people to spend some portion of the day
standing rather than having to sit all day.
Or, it can be a new chair that is ergonomically more suitable to the tasks required.
The work environment can impact
employees in a number of different ways.
For instance, the World Green Building
Council report cited indoor air quality,
which includes increased ventilation, as be-

Design that enables employees to feel
more in control of their environment is a
big factor. Being in control of temperature
can make an employee happier, while also
saving energy. Design that maximizes daylight and increases access to windows can
reduce the need for electric energy, while
also increasing productivity and improving
employees’ sleep patterns.
A building that is uncomfortable, distracting, hazardous, or noxious, can reduce
productivity.
Lighting the Way
A 1997 study showed that while the
influence of lighting does not directly affect
performance, good lighting can enhance
the ability of employees to see details more
clearly and increased visibility has the ability to increase output. A 1983 study found
that low levels of light were connected to
low levels of work and social satisfaction
among workers. Because office cubicles
can block needed light, it is possible that
workers in cubicles could not be exposed to
daylight for an entire work cycle.
A study in 2003 in Sacramento, Calif.,
found that employees with the best views,
were more productive and more likely to
describe themselves as healthy and less
likely to describe themselves as fatigued.

Not to be overlooked, however, is the
impact that workplace design can have on
employee safety and health. Those two factors can also impact productivity.
According to a recent study by the World
Green Building Council there is “overwhelming evidence” that office design has a
significant impact on the health, wellbeing
and productivity of staff. The study shows
that there is a solid business case that can be
made for building a healthier environment
for employees.

ing capable of improving productivity from
8-11 percent. Other factors that can impact
employee well-being and productivity
include thermal comfort, lighting and views
of nature, noise and acoustics, and interior
layout.
The report also recommended an “active
design,” which includes design guidelines
that promote physical activity by employees,
as well as access to services and amenities
such as gyms, bicycle storage and green
space to help encourage healthier lifestyles
for the building’s occupants.

Likewise, the U.S. General Services
Administration has identified office acoustics as “a key contributor” to work performance and well-being in the workplace. To
achieve acoustical comfort in a workspace,
the workplace must provide appropriate
acoustical support for interaction, confidentiality, and concentrative work. Workplace
design must allow for people to come together without disturbing others, and create
quiet areas that are apart from centralized
noisy spaces. WP
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Michael Parkinson is Senior Medical
Director for UPMC Health Plan and UPMC
WorkPartners. To learn about productivity
solutions for employers visit http://www.
workpartners.com/productivity-solutions/
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SALES & MARKETING

Wise Use of
Technology is
Key to Success
in Sales
by Bryan Whittington

When we get a new gadget, our focus is
often on the “shiny new object” instead of
on what we should be doing. Sometimes,
our gizmos can frustrate us because we can’t
figure them out. Worse yet, we pay for the
technology’s functions, but our team resists
using them. We also get frustrated because
we expect the new technology tool to be a
“turnkey” product that requires little time
to learn how it works best to our advantage.

As a result, we repeatedly bang our head
against the wall and wonder why we have a
headache. In thinking about the challenge
that sales professionals face in optimizing
technology, a pair of tools and an established
tactic come to mind. Specifically, they are
LinkedIn, CRM and cold calling.

one-on-one
portfolio reviews
Regularly scheduled, face-to-face meetings with your Financial Professional are a
great way to review and understand your investments in the context of your personal
goals and objectives.
We offer strategies for:
• Business Planning • Retirement Planning
• Education Planning1 • Life Insurance

Guidance you can trust starts with a conversation.
Michael D. Freker, CFP®, ChFC
Tel: (412) 279-8411
www.mikefreker.com
Enterprise Strategies Group
550 Washington Avenue, Carnegie, PA 15106
1 Funded through the use of life insurance and other financial products.
Securities offered through AXA Advisors, LLC (NY, NY 212-554-1234), member FINRA, SIPC. Annuity and insurance products offered through AXA Network,
LLC, which does business in CA as AXA Network Insurance Agency of California, LLC, in UT as AXA Network Insurance Agency of Utah, LLC, in TX as AXA
Network Insurance Agency of Texas, Inc., and in PR as AXA Network of Puerto Rico, Inc. AXA Advisors and AXA Network do not provide tax or legal advice.
GE-96560 (7/14) (Exp. 7/16) G35026
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LinkedIn,
although not so
new and shiny,
maintains that
allure because
it suggests that
cold calling
is dead. In
some respects,
LinkedIn has
made almost
any call a lukewarm one that
leverages the power
of your relationships,
and those of your “connections.” LinkedIn can also sidetrack us with “creative avoidance”
— researching the company and trying to
uncover connections — and posting “cool
stuff ” to demonstrate our subject expertise.
Of course, these “important” activities beat
doing the hard work of executing a marketing and sales plan.
When it comes to LinkedIn, these rules
apply: 1) Connect only with people you
know because it’s difficult to interact with
people you really don’t know; 2) Develop
and execute a plan for connecting with
contacts and leveraging those relationships;
3) Set time limits on usage, being honest
about activities that generate revenue and
must be conducted during regular business
hours. (Acting strategically and proactively
includes knowing which connections can
help you meet the right people.); and 4)
Arrange appointments with connections
once or twice a year to ensure that you have
50-100 “connected” relationships. This
strategy will give you one or two referralgenerating meetings a week, which should
yield two to four prospects per meeting.
Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) is a powerful technology-based
tool, if used correctly. Adapting CRM
to your sales process is critical. If your
CRM solution has language, processes or
stages that don’t align with your organization’s culture, products or services, the
sales team will not use it. Furthermore,
many salespeople tend to not want to use
CRM because it requires a high degree of
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accountability. CRM should not cause
more complexity than you need. If you
want your CRM to integrate with accounting software, have remote and mobile
capabilities, and enterprise visibility, then
need to invest in a relatively complex
solution. When going that route, consider
customizing (and simplifying) the user
interface with your internal IT team or
third party experts.
When it comes to resisting change,
allegiance to cold calling is front-and-center. In this era of technology-based tools
and online relationships, the common wisdom is that cold calling is dead. With the
advent of caller ID, cell phones, e-mail and
text messaging, many people don’t answer
their phones unless they recognize the
caller’s number. Twentysomethings don’t
bother setting up their voicemail, let alone
listening to it. Usually, you’ll get a text if
they know you. If your target audience
is upper management, those individuals
are usually over age 30, so you may still be
able to reach them easily.

CRM should not cause more complexity
than you need….When going that
route, consider customizing (and
simplifying) the user interface.

Going forward, however, if cold calling
is to be effective, it will take more dials
and tactics, and better sales plans and
execution than ever. In this era of “living
online,” cold calling keeps us sharp by allowing us to discover the challenges people
face and determining how we can help
them. Sometimes, the laser beam approach
beats a shotgun strategy.
By using the right mix of social
media, computer technology and traditional business development tools, you can
achieve the sales results you need to stay
competitive. WP

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Bryan Whittington is a sales process expert
trainer and consultant. He may be reached
at bryan.whittington@sandler.com For
a valuable resource that can help you use
social media to increase sales, download a
complimentary ebook, LinkedIn The Sandler
Way, at peakperformance.sandler.com/
linkedin_the_sandler_way
SMC.ORG
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HUMAN RESOURCES

Eliminate Hiring
Failures and
Develop the
People You Hire
by Arthur Wong &
Samuel Lucci III

Hiring failures cost an average of $50,000$250,000 each.
According to a study by the Society for
Human Resources Management (SHRM),
a bad hire could cost up to five times that
employee’s annual salary. SHRM also found
that the higher the person’s position and the
longer they remain in that position, the more
it will cost to replace him or her. The study
also found that 80 percent of employee turnover is a result of bad hiring decisions.
The most common approach for new
talent acquisition is to scour through
mountains of unqualified candidates hoping
to find one who perfectly matches the job
description of the person you are sourcing.
Just because a resume attests to a certain
level of experience, resumes are notorious for being inaccurate and fraught with
embellishment. The interview is essential
for checking the veracity of the candidate’s
experience, but often this is not done in a
systematic way. Many times, the owners or
managers rely on qualitative, gut feelings
to determine whether the candidate will
perform. Just because you like a particular person’s personality, demeanor or their
“vibe” is pleasant, that alone isn’t a predictor
of long term employee success. Our hiring
process often has too much to do with reacting to the candidate’s interview performance
rather than a well thought-out, data driven
hiring strategy.
How do we think more and react less when
hiring?
16
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It is recommended that companies
avail themselves of a number of assessment
instruments to augment the interviewing
process with a more quantitative approach.
Although it is not prudent or legal to hire
solely based upon taking a blind assessment, it becomes another valuable piece of
forensic information to improve the probability of hiring the correct individual.
There are many pre-hire screenings
which can be useful such as background
checks, aptitude tests, credit reports and
drug testing. One of the most useful assessments is the behavioral styles profile which
has been tested and validated to be highly
accurate during the last 43 years and it has
been administered in over 80 countries
to over 50 million candidates. Behavioral
styles instruments are available as an easy to
take online evaluation that takes only 15-20
minutes to complete. These instruments
are useful in predicting those individuals
who will fit particular positions within an
organization and the overall culture.
Developing a business is all about developing people.  
Just as the behavioral styles profile is a
valuable talent assessment tool, it is even
more valuable to employees once they come

aboard. All employees could gain immeasurably from understanding their own
behavioral style how they like to be treated
and more importantly what they don’t feel
comfort able doing.
The company uses this information
to foster a culture of respect and deference among employees. This creates the
motivational environment for greater
cooperation which prevents conflicts and
misunderstandings.
What is the missing piece in business?
Hiring is one of the most critical pieces
in creating value in business, but the missing piece is also to equip employees to be
successful. It should be clear that your key
employees have to be as expert in understanding human behavior as they are in
what they do for you. WP

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Arthur Wong is president and COO of
Think More React Less™, a Pittsburgh-based
business training and personal development
firm. Samuel Lucci III founded the company
and is author of the book titled Think More
React Less.

Talent Solutions

Experienced, affordable,
on-demand business development
project support …
• Strategic planning

• Process optimization

• Human capital management

• Training program development

• Cloud-based technology solutions
• Industrial marketing programs
• Product management
• Sales support

Meet the Project Execution Network
You’re looking for talented professionals to help support your business
development objectives. We’re Project Execution Network, a group of likeminded independent consultants with experience in the fields of business, human
resources, information technology, marketing, operations and sales.
Our Service Partners are available — individually (on a project or
timeshare basis) and as members of a comprehensive, multi-faceted project
execution team — to meet your project staffing requirements. We supplement
the skills and experience of the Service Partners in our network with consulting,
project and talent management services, certification programs and project
execution technology tools.
The result? A flexible, cost-effective project staffing solution focused on the
efficient delivery of professional services for high-impact projects.

projex

Call, write or visit us online to learn
more about our Service Partner Network
and how we can help your business
achieve higher performance.
Project Execution Network
2009 Mackenzie Way, Suite 100
Cranberry Twp, PA 16066
smc.projectexecution.com
sales@projectexecution.com
724-720-9435
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SPECIAL REPORT

Additive Manufacturing Institute
Builds on Region’s Metals Production Heritage
by TODD MILLER
The Pittsburgh-Cleveland corridor produced much of the steel that built America,
helping the country win two world wars and
enjoy the highest standard of living in the
history of civilization. To capitalize on that
tradition of excellence in metals production,
the National Network for Manufacturing
Innovation (NNMI), a multi-agency federal
collaboration which began several years ago
to promote collaborative research activities
between business and academia to stimulate economic growth, established America
Makes in Youngstown, OH.
America Makes is one of seven Institutes
for Manufacturing Innovation, each with a
unique focus. Institutes provide technical assistance to start-ups and small manufacturers to help them scale up new technologies
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to manufacture systems and components
used in a wide range of applications, including aerospace, automotive, industrial and
military.
Other institutes which are part of the
NNMI are the Digital Manufacturing and
Design Innovation Institute (Chicago),
LIFT: Lightweight Innovations for
Tomorrow (Detroit), Power America
(Raleigh, NC), The Institute of Advanced
Composites Manufacturing Innovation
(Knoxville, TN), Manufacturing Institute for
Integrated Photonics (Rochester, NY) and
Flexible Hybrid Electronics Manufacturing
Innovation Institute (San Jose, CA).
Managed by the National Center for
Defense Manufacturing and Machining
(NCDMM), which facilitates collaborations

among companies and academic researchers,
America Makes is helping to strengthen U.S.
global competitiveness with respect to threedimensional printing (3DP) – also known as
additive manufacturing (AM). The process
consists of successive layers of material being
placed together and shaped under computer
control. In contrast, traditional metalworking techniques subtract material from the
object upon which work is being performed.
Although 3DP technology has been
around for more than 25 years, it has
garnered lots of attention over the past five
years. According to Ralph Resnick, founding
director of America Makes, “Many industries are looking to 3DP to realize advanced
designs and create things that haven’t been
made before. By trying to create a ‘Silicon

Valley’ of AM through America Makes, we’re
helping to preserve jobs and create an infrastructure that allows companies to source
AM domestically rather than having to go to
China, Singapore, Europe, the UK, Australia
or South Africa to find those capabilities.”
In fact, America Makes has more than
140 members and has received more
than $50 million in federal funds and has
matched that amount with nearly $40 million in contributions from large OEMs –
household names such as Alcoa, Boeing, GE
and Lockheed-Martin.
By participating in working groups, advisory groups and other activities that America
Makes offers, small- and medium-sized
manufacturers can make connections with
decision-makers from large companies and
generate new business opportunities which
would be difficult or impossible to cultivate
in the normal course of activity.
Involvement with America Makes also
provides manufacturers with access to
the latest information from the organization’s academic partners which include

Carnegie Mellon
University, Case Western
Reserve University,
University of Pittsburgh,
University of Akron,
Kent State University
and Youngstown State
University.
The organization’s activities
are already bearing fruit as GE,
a program participant, is scheduled to open a $32 million AM
facility in Findlay Township, near
Pittsburgh International Airport by the end
of this year. Likewise, Alcoa announced that
it is investing $60 million in an R&D facility
focused on the use of metal powders for AM
applications.
Although minimum annual commitment
to America Makes is $15,000, companies
can meet the requirement through cash or
in-kind contributions. Adds Mr. Resnick,
“We’re very flexible. On many occasions
startups have provided consulting expertise
or consigned equipment for the organization to use, so lack of revenue need not be an
obstacle to participation.”
Another Valuable Partnership
Besides teaming up with companies,
America Makes has forged a strong alliance
with the Youngstown Business Incubator
(YBI), rated one of the world’s best by
the Sweden-based University Business
Incubator Index. YBI is located in the center
of Youngstown and “landlord” to America
Makes in one of five of YBI buildings. YBI
began as a software incubator and has
evolved into an accelerator for regional
projects involving 3D printing That niche,
derived from Youngstown’s history in steel
manufacturing, positioned YBI to lead an

Ralph Resnick is Founding
Director of America Makes,
one of seven Institutes for
Manufacturing Innovation.

America Makes funded project with participation from the ExOne Company, a global
manufacturer of mature binder jetting technology with locations worldwide, including a
production facility in North Huntingdon, PA,
near Pittsburgh.
The project YBI manages leverages the
unique capabilities of ExOne’s S-Max binder
jet sand printer to rapidly produce tooling
for the U.S. metal casting sector. The device
allows OEMs, pattern shops and foundries to
use advanced manufacturing techniques in
conjunction with traditional methods to produce mold boxes and printed core packages.
The advantages of this technology are faster
turnaround times and optimization of part
designs which yield castings like lightweight
engines, hydraulic assemblies and transmission housings.
Although the S-Max technology is mature, participation in this America Makes
funded project has significant benefits. Rick
Lucas, ExOne’s chief technology officer,
states that the consortium “creates immediate opportunities by which small, medium
and large companies distinguish themselves in posturing for high value business
opportunities.”
Continued on next page 20>

“Many industries are looking to 3D printing
to realize advanced designs and create
things that haven’t been made before.”
Ralph Resnick
Founding Director,
America Makes
SMC.ORG
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Manufacturing
Innovation Institutes
The National Network for Manufacturing
Innovation (NNMI) includes seven institutes to
accelerate U.S. advanced manufacturing by
catalyzing the development of technologies,
educational competencies, production processes
and products through collaborations among
business, government and academia.

Helps to strengthen our nation’s capabilities in
3D printing, also known as additive manufacturing. (Based in Youngstown, OH)

Lightweight Innovations for Tomorrow (LIFT) helps
to advance America’s leadership in lightweight
metal manufacturing processes. (Based in Detroit)

The Digital Manufacturing and Design Innovation
Institute (DMDII) conducts research related to
using digital technologies to reduce manufacturing
time and costs. (Based in Chicago)

The Institute of Advanced Composites
Manufacturing Innovation (IACMI) focuses on
lowering the manufacturing and energy costs of
advanced composites. (Based in Knoxville, TN)

PowerAmerica develops advanced manufacturing
processes to enable large-scale production of
wide bandgap (WBG) semiconductors.
(Based in Raleigh, NC)

The Manufacturing Innovation Institute for
Integrated Photonics is involved with the
development of an emerging technology to carry
lightwaves for use in a wide range of civilian and
military applications. (Based in Rochester, NY)

The Flexible Hybrid Electronics Manufacturing
Innovation Institute (FHEMII) works on the
production of innovative electronics and sensors
for use in consumer products and in the military.
(Based in San Jose, CA)
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America Makes sponsors MakerBot Academy, an education initiative to improve STEM literacy.

This project has significantly increased U.S. manufacturing interest
in AM technology applications. For
example, at the 2015 American Foundry
Society’s National Casting Conference
held in Columbus, OH, a standingroom-only crowd of about 200 people
participated in an additive manufacturing workshop to learn more about 3D
printing technology and the capabilities
of printers that ExOne produces. The
conference also gave representatives of
small- and medium-sized companies
opportunities to interact with OEMs and
create potential opportunities for new
collaborations.
Rich Lonardo, a consultant who supports advanced manufacturing programs at the YBI and America Makes, is
optimistic about the success of current
activities paving the way for additional
partnerships. “What we’ve seen thus far is
that additive manufacturing leveraged for
tooling applications empowers manufact
urers and their suppliers to increase overall industrial base agility, improve manufacturing efficiencies in the supply chain
and boost the number of companies able
to participate in the product lifecycle.
“As more companies become involved
with additive manufacturing, the more
they’ll realize that, compared to traditional manufacturing, the only limitation
is the engineer’s imagination.”
Investing in the Future
To help ensure that the next generation of engineers is ready to optimize
AM’s potential, America Makes sponsors

MakerBot Academy, an education initiative
to improve science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) literacy by putting
a MakerBot Desktop 3D Printer in every
school in the United States, and offer the
tools and resources teachers need to create
engaging STEM education content.
To date, America Makes has solicited
upward of $2 million of industry support
to fund MakerBot Academy and is working
with the University of Pittsburgh to develop
and administer product realization courses,
mostly at community colleges in western
Pennsylvania and eastern Ohio, including
Westmoreland County Community College.
On the entrepreneurial front, earlier this
year America Makes began co-sponsoring
a $100,000 competition called AMPED. It
focuses primarily on AM, and contestants
are also encouraged to submit business
ideas related to software and information
technology which have applications in the
business-to-business sector. Instead of offering a traditional cash prize, the winners will
receive a combination of investment funding
and in-kind professional services through
the YBI. The winning team will then join
YBI as a portfolio company where it will
work toward taking its idea from early-stage
startup to scalable business.
Says Mr. Resnick, “Reaching out to
students who are deciding on careers, and to
entrepreneurs who need support in bringing their visions to reality, are the best ways
to help ensure a bright future for AM in a
region of the country that is experiencing
economic growth after decades of struggle.” WP

Bill, from Ridge Insurance, not only saved me
money on my homeowners and auto policies,
but also took an extensive look into my business
insurance needs and was able to provide me with
stronger coverage, smart recommendations with
a savings of over $20,000 per year.
Brian J. Stein –
President of S&S Refractories
& Chairman-Elect of the SMC Board

Your Best Source for Peace-of-Mind
At Ridge Insurance, we offer innovative ways to protect
your business and family when the unexpected occurs.

If you need insurance in Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Ohio,
Maryland, New York or North Carolina, we can write policies
that cover:
> Auto
> Business

William L. Ridge,
AIC, CIC, LUTCF

> Home
> Life

As an independent agent, we’ll get you the best value
from leading carriers such as:
> Erie Insurance
> MetLife

> Progressive
> The Hartford

> Grange
> Philadelphia

For a complete review of your insurance needs, call
Bill Ridge at 724.772.8880 or visit www.ridgeagency.com

20550 RT 19, Piazza Plaza, Cranberry Twp., PA 16066
Phone: (724) 772-8880
Toll-Free: (800) 717-4343
Fax: (724) 772-8882
insurance@ridgeagency.com
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COVER STORY
Expanding the Frontiers of
Production Capabilities

A

Additive manufacturing began to gain
traction in the late 1980s, and over the next
two decades, R&D was on the fast track. In
December 2014, the world took notice when
astronauts at the International Space Station
used a zero-gravity 3D printer to manufacture a socket wrench to repair the space
shuttle. The digital plans had been emailed
to the space station by NASA’s Texas-based
mission control center.
Most people expect NASA, a 60-year
technology trendsetter, to achieve the
surprising. Fewer expect the manufacturing
industry as a whole to be in step with the
amazing when it comes to additive manufacturing (AM), but that’s exactly what’s
happening.
David Taylor, President of the
Pennsylvania Manufacturers’ Association,
describes manufacturing as the engine that
drives the state’s economy. “Manufacturing
produces more than 12 percent of the
nation’s Gross Domestic Product, and it
directly sustains more than one-half million
Pennsylvania jobs.” The Commonwealth’s
industry stats are a fair reflection of national
economic forecasts, which identify manufacturing the largest multiplier of jobs in any
sector.
Scott Deutsch is Communications
Manager for America Makes, the nation’s
accelerator for AM and 3D printing (3DP),
which is based in Youngstown, OH. Mr.
Deutsch echoes Mr. Taylor’s positive assessment. “Manufacturing is the backbone of
every other industry,” he says, using the mobile phone industry as an example. “Verizon
would have no backlog of iPhone orders, if
the manufacturing industry was unable to fill
the demand. Sales and service industries are
completely dependent on manufacturing.”
Where Traditional Meets Revolutionary
Negative perceptions of manufacturing
abound: the dirty, the dangerous and the
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underpaid. Technology and its applications,
however, tell another story, and AM is at the
heart of that new perception.
The lingo of the manufacturing industry
has been evolving right along with advances
in technology. More traditional manufacturing methods that involve cutting, drilling or otherwise removing portions of raw
material to produce an object are now more
often referenced collectively as subtractive
manufacturing.
AM, on the other hand, refers to the
sequential layering of material to create
multi-dimensional objects. The term AM is
often used synonymously with 3DP, rapid
prototyping and on-demand manufacturing. For the most part, 3DP is accepted as an
all-inclusive reference, though more specific
terms are applied to delineate certain processes, such as extrusion, binder jetting and
laser sintering.
A growing number of regional companies
are securing a corner of the market through
unique additive manufacturing applications.
For example, Advantech US, Inc. is helping to shape the future of electronics with
its unique evaporation printing technology.
“Better signal quality, a more robust product
and less production steps,” says Scott Lauer,
Vice President of Business Development,
when asked how additive manufacturing is
revolutionizing the field of microelectronic
devices. “We can apply less than a micron
layer of material directly on circuit boards,”
he notes, “and can, for example, reduce ten
layers of connections to one.” Next on the
horizon, he predicts, will be the printing of
electronics on curved surfaces, such as car
antennas and windshields.
ExOne is another Pittsburgh-area company that has distinguished itself by applying
additive manufacturing for aftermarket spare
parts needs. “Spare parts can be very difficult
Continued on next page 24 >

Additive manufacturing or 3D printing
– the sequential layering of material
to create multi-dimensional objects –
is on the upswing among companies
in the Pittsburgh region.

Additive
Manufacturing
Brings
universal
change
by Kathy Serenko

Photos courtesy of ExOne

COVER STORY
to support for older equipment,” says John
Baliotti, Director of Marketing and Business
Development. “Sometimes a customer needs
only one or two parts, but the patterns for
the castings of those products are no longer
available. Additive manufacturing,” he explains, “fills this market void.”
The Roadmap to Success
To increase the U.S. manufacturing industry’s ability to compete globally, America
Makes works to accelerate technology
advances, specifically in the areas of design,
materials and process.
The goal in advancing design is to move
beyond outdated perceptions, design tools
and design methodologies that continue to
limit AM’s applications.
A critical step in design innovation has
been 3D computer modeling, the starting
point for every AM project. “3D printing provides optimal design, regardless of
product complexities,” says Jeffrey McDaniel,
Executive in Residence at Pittsburghheadquartered Innovation Works.
“Companies no longer have to trade off ideal
functionality for manufacturing constraints.”

"3D printing provides optimal design
quality regardless of product complexities.
Companies no longer have to trade off ideal
functionality for manufacturing constraints."
Jeffrey McDaniel
Executive in Residence
Innovation Works

ago, and understand that the design rules
have changed. Features that could never be
manufactured can now be printed. “
Mr. Deutsch of America Makes acknowledges that manufacturing will never again
resemble the steel mills and auto plants so
prevalent a generation or two ago. “Additive
manufacturing is creating a paradigm shift,”
he explains. “Companies no longer have to
produce 10,000 replicas of a product and
then find ways to sell what they have made.”
A high percentage of AM technology
uses plastics and polymers in filament form,
while metals such as titanium and stainless
steel are often used in powdered form. Other
materials run the gamut from ceramics and
cement to liquids and sand.

Mr. Lauer agrees. “Manufacturing today
requires a change in mindset. We need
to forget the textbooks from 20 years

Advances in AM technology continue
to increase the speed, accuracy and detail
capabilities of production. These process improvements, along with advances in design
and materials, have the potential to significantly increase efficiency and reduce costs.
“Additive manufacturing creates less
waste and requires less raw material,” explains Mr. McDaniel. “As a result, companies
can have less inventory and improved cash
flow. Some companies,” he notes, “will also
shrink their supply chain, since additive
manufacturing often reduces the number of
distinct product parts.”
Mr. Lauer expands. “Additive manufacturing eliminates the need for economies
of scale, so companies can manufacture in
smaller volumes and minimize costs associated with short-run productions.” He notes
that less down time during design and delivery translates into additional cost savings.
Revolutionary in manufacturing is the
ability of companies to produce whatever
they want, from wherever they are. Case in
point, NASA is experimenting with the use
of regolith, the easily accessible ground
cover found on the Moon and Mars,
as one material of choice. Given the
reduction in transportation costs,
companies engaged in national and
international business will no
doubt gravitate toward this same
cost-saving “portable factory” model.

Additive
manufacturing
creates less waste
and requires less
raw materials than
traditional methods.
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Companies have strong incentive to use
AM for prototyping, in part because they can
get multiple design iterations into a test lab
and evaluated in a much shorter period of
time. “The time savings,” says John Baliotti
of ExOne, “can have a significant impact for
companies that are working to beat others to
market. Plus,” he adds, “they’re not having to
settle for a less-than-best design just to get it
to market sooner.”

Bioprinting: Beyond Imagination

Additive manufacturing is already
used for highly customized products,
such as dentures, crowns and hip
replacements. A more thought-provoking
application is surfacing in the field of
regenerative medicine. By printing cells
and other biocompatible materials,
researchers have successfully created
complex functional living tissues. The
development of bioprinting technology
is aimed at filling the need for skin
grafts and organ transplants.
Even for those companies not in the
first-to-market race, AM of prototypes is
attractive. Companies can: utilize a variety
of materials, while minimizing the scrap
associated with traditional manufacturing;
rapidly create a number of product designs;
archive a database of CAD files that will
be accessible globally; reduce production
time; manufacture and re-test in a minimal
amount of time; and eliminate the risk of
volume production before the intricacies of
design are resolved.
AM for All
While AM technology has been progressing at a rapid rate, experts agree that the next
five to ten years will be transformative.
Petra Mitchell is President and CEO of
Catalyst Connection, an economic development organization that helps small
manufacturers improve their competitive
performance. She sees AM as a boon to a
region with a rich heritage in metals production. “As technology advances, we’re going
to see a significant increase in production
applications,” she notes.

of BDO USA. He agrees that promising
advances are on the horizon.”Our region
seems to be right in the heart of the additive
manufacturing world, and Pittsburgh is wellpositioned to become a hub for continued
activity.” He credits this advantage to the
research that local universities are conducting in partnership with manufacturing companies, as well as the region’s long history of
developing innovative processes.
Ms. Mitchell encourages manufacturers to become knowledgeable so they can
make informed decisions. “A company might
decide they can produce a better, lighter or
less expensive product, or they might decide
they have no reason to engage in additive
manufacturing at this time. It’s much better
to make an educated decision than to be
eliminated from the supply chain because
another company did their homework.”
Mr. Barger recommends that every manufacturing company consider how its business model might be adapted to incorporate
AM. “Prototype applications are a good way

to test the waters,” he suggests. “They provide a
low-cost, low-risk entry point.”
Without exception, experts agree that AM
is a complement to subtractive manufacturing rather than a replacement. While the two
are opposite in nature, the greatest benefits
are likely to be achieved by a brand of hybrid
manufacturing that uses one in conjunction
with the other.
“Think of additive manufacturing as a new
option in the existing toolbox of manufacturing,” says Advantech’s Scott Lauer.
The national AM initiative is designed
to create a faster, less expensive and more
functional approach to manufacturing than
the one we know today. “In some ways,” says
Mr. Deutsch, “we’re seeing an evolution in the
DNA of manufacturing.”
“The next decade will be transformational,”
predicts Mr. Taylor of the PA Manufacturers’
Association. “Additive manufacturing will
continue to deliver increased value across all
industries, and its application will be revolutionary and limited only by imagination.” WP

E.H. Schwab is more than Metal Spinning. . .

Our new 2000 watt fiber laser represents the cutting
edge in laser cutting technology. Capable of cutting
Aluminum, Steel, Stainless Steel, Copper, Brass and
more in thickness ranging from 0.020” to 0.500” thick,
let us quote your laser cutting requirements today!

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

CNC Metal Spinning
Manual Metal Spinning
Hydraulic Deep Draw Forming
Fiber Laser Cutting
CNC Rolling
CNC Seam Welding
Certified MIG/TIG Welding
Bead Blasting
Ultrasonic Washing
Local Delivery

Phone: 412-823-5003
www.ehschwab.com

Larry Barger is Senior Director and Local
Manufacturing and Distribution Industry
Group Leader with the Pittsburgh office
SMC.ORG
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GOVERNMENT RELATIONS

Small Business Law

Changes Coming?
by John Nikoloff
The House Commerce Committee held
a hearing in late June on a bill, sponsored
by House Commerce Committee Chairman
Adam Harris, (R-Juniata), that would
modernize Pennsylvania laws which impact
many small businesses throughout the state,
establishing laws and rules to govern general
partnerships, limited partnerships and
limited liability companies. The Committee
is considering further action on this update
during this session.
Rep. Harris said HB 1398 is based on legislation drafted by the Title 15 Committee of

the Pennsylvania Bar Association, to replace
and clarify existing Pennsylvania laws.
Pennsylvania general partnerships currently are governed by the 1914 version of
the Uniform Partnership Act (UPA) which
was revised in 1997 and 2013. The new bill
would make it easier for transfers of property to and from partnerships by clarifying
that a general partnership is an “entity.” It
would also clarify that the agreement among
partners governs the partnership, and that
the UPA rules are essentially default rules. It
clarifies duties of loyalty and care to address

FORMERLY

Building I T | Securing I T | Supporting I T | Improving I T | Since 1990
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suits by partners for breach of fiduciary responsibilities. Among other items, the changes
would allow a partnership to file a “certificate
of authority” with the Department of State to
give third parties notice that any partner has
authority to conduct business on behalf of the
company.
Pennsylvania’s limited partnerships operate under the 1985 version of the Uniform
Limited Partnership Act (ULPA). HB 1398
makes several changes in these entities that
include eliminating the right of a limited partner to dissociate from a partnership before
the termination of the partnership, unless the
partnership agreement allows that, and modernizes the written consent requirements for
dissolution. The bill would also differentiate
the rules governing limited partnerships from
those of general partnerships.
Pennsylvania limited liability companies
(LLCs) were first authorized in 1994 and now
would find themselves subject to a Uniform
Limited Liability Company Act. Because LLCs
have become the entity of choice for organizing privately owned businesses, Harris proposes several important changes, making clear
that an LLC’s operating agreement governs the
rights and obligations of members, re-establishes rules for transfers of rights to distributions, and clarifies that a member is not an
agent of an LLC simply because they are a
member. The updated law would also permit
a member to seek a court order to dissolve the
company if the member feels the manager or
controlling members have acted in a manner
that is directly harmful to that member. WP
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
John Nikoloff is a partner in ERG Partners,
a Harrisburg-based government relations
consulting firm. He may be reached at
john@pa-erg.com
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Elected Leaders Hear SMC Members

Loud & Clear
by Eileen Anderson
Director, Government Relations

Last May, SMC grassroots lobbyists
travelled to Harrisburg and supported pension reform and opposed key components
of Governor Wolf ’s budget; the proposed
20% increase in the Personal Income Tax
(PIT), the 10% increase in the Sales Tax
and the expansion of the sales tax base. As
of press time, the General Assembly and
Governor Wolf have not yet reached an
agreement on the 2015-16 budget allowing SMC to continue lobbying efforts.
The PIT issue is very important to SMC
members because many small businesses
are organized as pass-through entities such
as Subchapter S, LLCs, partnerships, and
sole proprietorships and they pay taxes on
income at the personal rate.
The problem is that the voice of small
businesses is often drowned out by big
businesses and unions. SMC ‘s goal is to
get our message to lawmakers and the
Governor so that they consider small
businesses before making decisions on the
2015-16 budget, tax increases and other
legislation.
SMC reached out to member companies and posed this question: It would be
helpful to know how the proposed 20%
increase in the Personal Income Tax and
the 10% increase in the Sales Tax, and
expansion of the Sales Tax base will impact
your business as a pass-through entity.
Comments on pension reform are also
needed.
The response was overwhelming;
comments were compiled into a white
paper, “What are the Impacts of Increased
Personal Income Taxes and Sales Taxes

on Small Businesses? Interviews with
Pennsylvania Executives.”* That paper serves
as our lobbying tool and truly defines the
role of SMC as the conduit that carries the
message to lawmakers.
Once the white paper was completed, SMC held conference calls in early
September with key House and Senate,
Democrat and Republican leadership and
staff in the Governor’s office. SMC then
distributed the paper to members of the
General Assembly and executive branch.
SMC continues to contact elected officials
to oppose the increases in the PIT, Sales Tax
and support pension reform. SMC contacted
PA House lawmakers during the morning of
the historic vote on Wednesday, October 7.
The vote tested support for Governor Tom
Wolf ’s revised tax plan which was offered
as an amendment. It would have increased
the PIT from 3.07% to 3.57% and levied an
extraction tax on natural gas. After hours of
debate the vote was taken. Nine western PA
Democrats joined Republicans to defeat the
measure 123 to 74. The 9 Democrats were
among 40 PA House lawmakers contacted by
SMC before the vote.
While we won’t know the results of our
lobbying efforts until the 2015-16 budget
agreement is signed, what we do know is that
SMC was there fighting for small businesses
and you, the members, made it all possible
by providing important comments that
helped us build the arguments against the
tax increases and for pension reform. WP

Key Factors Identified
by PA Small Business
Executives in SMC Survey
• Businesses can, and do, move.
Pennsylvania needs a tax climate
conducive to growth to prevent
job loss and business migration
to more business-friendly states.
• Increased sales tax places PA
businesses and their products at
a competitive disadvantage.
• Many small businesses grow by
reinvesting their profits. Profits
that are taxed away can’t be
reinvested in employees, equipment and R&D, hurting companies’ abilities to grow and
maintain a competitive edge.
• As more costs are passed along
to employees in the form of
shared health care costs, the
result is decreased employee
wages and disposable income.
Increases in personal income
taxes and sales taxes have the
same effect. The impact ripples
through the entire economy.
• Tax increases on businesses
are not a boundless resource.
Excess tax drains funds necessary
for growth and in the extreme
depresses economic activity
across-the-board.

*To receive a copy of SMC’s White Paper, contact
Eileen Anderson at Eileen.anderson@smc.org
SMC.ORG
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Non-Compete Agreements
ARE Worth the Paper
They are Printed On
by Jim Southworth
• The agreement is supported by “adequate
consideration”
• The agreement protects
a “legitimate business
interest”
• The terms of the agreement are reasonable

If you happen to watch the television
show “Gold Rush,” you may have been surprised to see one of the gold miners literally
“use” a non-compete agreement as leverage
to get what he wanted from another miner
in the first episode of the new season. When
one of the employers held a restrictive covenant on a key employee, Miner A was able
to use the enforcement of that non-compete
as leverage to negotiate a better business deal
with a rival Miner B, who wanted to hire
Miner A’s former key employee. Although
some may see this interaction as a glorified
form of extortion, it is the reality of business
in America and arguably a shrewd way to get
the full benefit of a deal.
For reasons that are somewhat baffling
to attorneys, many employers have the
mistaken belief that restrictive covenants,
specifically non-compete agreements, are
either unenforceable or difficult to enforce.
In the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, noncompete agreements are enforced regularly.
There are three keys to enforcement:
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Adequate consideration is that which a
reasonable person would
consider an adequate
trade-off for the object
obtained — in this case,
a promise not to unfairly
compete in the future. This is generally one
of the first questions asked when analyzing a non-compete agreement: Is it supported by adequate consideration? In the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, that means
the agreement had to be signed prior to the
commencement of work, in which case the
job itself was consideration for the agreement. In the alternative, some other benefit,
generally cash, must have been paid as an
inducement to sign. Absent such consideration, the agreements will not be enforced.
We are awaiting what may prove to be a
game-changing decision by the Pennsylvania
Supreme Court. The law in Pennsylvania for
many years has been that if a non-compete
agreement was signed after the commencement of employment, it would not be enforceable because it would lack the necessary
consideration. However, this concept is being tested right now before our highest state
court. There is another law in Pennsylvania,
called the Uniform Written Obligations Act,
which requires that agreements containing

the language “intending to be legally bound”
are enforceable, even without consideration.
It is doubtful that the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court will overturn years of established precedent based upon this rather novel argument,
but stay tuned.
A legitimate business interest is not easily defined but requires that the company
seeking to enforce the restrictive covenant
has a legitimate threat of loss to the business
if the former employee unfairly competes.
Generally, this “test” requires that trade secrets, confidential information, key skill sets,
customer lists, or referral sources could be
used in a manner that would unfairly benefit
the competitor. If there is no harm caused
to the employer, the employer is unlikely to
be able to enforce the non-compete agreement. For instance, if the employer was in the
widget business and no longer made widgets,
and thus had no business interest to protect,
it is not likely that it would be able to keep
the key widget maker from going to work
for another company that still makes widgets
because the company simply has no widget
business interest to protect any longer.
Finally, the terms of the agreement must
be reasonable with regard to time and geography. Most non-compete agreements limit
a person’s ability to compete for a period
of time, and over a geographic distance.
Sometimes, instead of a geographic distance,
type of business or field of business, operations is listed instead. The agreement cannot
be enforced if these terms are overly restrictive. However, in Pennsylvania, the judge
can literally re-write the terms to make them
reasonable. He or she may choose to re-write
the terms when the agreement is otherwise
enforceable, but for one term. A judge,
however, is less likely to take such action with
an agreement that lacks enforceability for
multiple reasons. WP
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jim Southworth is an attorney in
the Pittsburgh office of Dickey, McCamey
& Chilcote. He is a principal with the firm
and concentrates his practice in labor,
employment and immigration law. He may
be reached at 412.392.5371 or jsouthworth@
dmclaw.com
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The information being collected
by the Employer or Insurance
Carrier to report to the IRS:

Affordable Care Act

Reporting Requirements

Section 6055
• Name, Address, SSN for “responsible
individual”*

by Alicia Linsenbigler
Director, SMC Insurance Agency, Inc.
The Affordable Care Act requires all individuals to have health insurance coverage under
the Individual Mandate and for Applicable Large Employers to offer valuable and affordable
coverage to full-time employees under the Employer Mandate. Failure to comply with these
requirements could result in penalties. New IRS reporting requirement were created under
Sections 6055 and 6056 to capture the information needed to identify any individual or employer that is not in compliance. The first filings are due in 2016 for the 2015 tax year.
Section 6055 of the IRS code will verify that an individual has proper coverage and allow
the IRS to administer premium tax credits and subsidies to those eligible. Under Section 6055
individuals without minimum essential coverage will be identified and assessed penalties.
Under Section 6056, the IRS can identify any employer that is not in compliance with the
employer mandate and assess the appropriate penalty.
The chart below explains who is responsible for providing the reporting, filing and
employee statements; and the appropriate forms to do so.
Who Reports

Required
Reporting

IRS Transmittal

IRS Return

Employee
Statement

Individual
On Marketplace

Marketplace

6055

1094-A

1095-A

1095-A

Individual
Off-Marketplace

Insurance Carrier

6055

1094-B

1095-B

1095-B

Small Employer
Fully-Insured Plan

Insurance Carrier

6055

1094-B

1095-B

1095-B

Small Employer
Self-Insured Plan

Employer

6055

1094-B

1095-B

1095-B

Insurance Carrier

6055

1094-B

Employer

6056

1094-C

1095-B
1095C
Parts I & II

1095-B
1095-C
Parts I & II

Employer

Combined
6055 & 6056

1094-C

1095-C

1095-C

Large Employer
Fully-Insured Plan
Large Employer
Self-Insured Plan

*Large Employer = Applicable Large Employer (ALE) with 50 or more full-time and full-time equivalent employees.

6055 and 6056 returns must be filed annually with the IRS. Returns must be filed no later
than February 28th (March 31st if filing electronically) of the year after the calendar year to
which the return relates. Since February 28, 2016 falls on a Sunday, the first returns for the
2015 calendar year must be filed no later than February 29, 2016 (or March 31, 2016 if filing
electronically).
Annual Employee Statements for each calendar year must be furnished to full-time employees by January 31st of the next calendar year. January 31, 2016 falls on a Sunday, so the first
employee statements must be furnished no later than February 1, 2016.
An employer’s failure to file returns or distribute employee statements in a timely and accurate manner could result in penalties. These penalties may be waived if the failure is due to
reasonable cause and not willful neglect. WP

• Name, Address, SSN for each covered
dependent
• Months each individual was enrolled
(for at least one day) and entitled to
receive benefits
• Name, Address and EIN of Employer
(if group health plan)

Section 6056
• Name, Address and EIN of Employer
• Employer’s Main Contact Name and
Phone Number
• Calendar Year for which information
is being reported
• Certification whether the employer
offered to its full-time employees and
their dependents the opportunity to
enroll in minimum essential coverage
under an eligible employer-sponsored
plan, by calendar month
• Months during the calendar year that
minimum essential coverage was
available
• Each full-time employee’s share of
the lowest cost monthly premium for
self-only coverage providing minimum value offered to that full-time
employee under an applicable employer sponsored plan, by calendar
month
• Number of full-time employees for
each month during the calendar year
• Name, address and SSN of each fulltime employee during the calendar
year and the months, if any, during
which the employee was covered
under the plan
SMC.ORG
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Successful Diversification

The Jennison Way
by Kathy Serenko

If it sounds like a good idea, we’ll give
it a try. That, says Deb Jennison, characterizes the entrepreneurial spirit of the founder
of Jennison Corporation, her father, Tom
Jennison. Since their father’s untimely
passing in early 2015, Deb Jennison and her
brother, Michael, have taken the helm as the
company’s next generation of leadership. As
co-owners, they are building on the legacy
of their father, embracing innovation and
valuing family businesses like theirs as an
important part of the nation’s fabric.
When the company was established
in 1983, Carnegie, PA-based Jennison
Corporation specialized in tool and die
work. Over the years, the company added
metal stamping, laser cutting, and a wire
EDM department, as well as a staff of engineers for reverse-engineering and design
work.

Jennison didn’t stop there. The company’s
entrepreneurial outlook created a number
of other unique opportunities, including the
manufacturing of components for satellite
heat exchangers, space shuttles, space suits,
military M40 gas masks and firefighter face
masks. Even Celine Dion has put Jennisonmanufactured microphone components to
use.
Jennison Corporation now boasts four
subsidiaries. Jennison Precision Machine
handles the company’s high-volume CNC
production machining. A second subsidiary, Jennison Quality Components, provides replacement parts for pharmaceutical
companies, and Jennison’s Energy Division
manufactures and distributes replacement
parts for the oil and gas industry. Calling the
oil & gas sector “burgeoning” is an overstatement at this time as business conditions
remain soft..
Finally, Jennison Ice — the brainchild
of Tom Jennison and his son, Michael, —
provides commercial grade ice dispensing
equipment to restaurants, bars, hotels and
other commercial facilities.

From the beginning, the company invested in the development of innovative product
offerings. Case in point, their proprietary
“RoboGrip” pliers became an overnight
sensation when Bob Vila of This Old House
applied his stamp of approval, establishing
Jennison as the patriarch of standard laminated tool design.
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Paul Sirney, General Manager of Jennison
Corporation, notes, “Our company’s mission
has never changed. We’ve grown, thanks to
Tom’s vision to diversify, but we’ve accomplished that without sacrificing our commitment to family and to our community.”
Community, for Jennison, includes
the needs of other local companies and an
investment in tomorrow’s leaders. As one
example, Jennison Corporation regularly

Jennison Ice, a division of Jennison
Manufacturing Group, provides commercial
grade ice dispensing equipment to restaurants,
bars, hotels and other commercial facilities.

sponsors BotsIQ, a competition that challenges high school students to apply engineering principles to robot design. Says
Mr. Sirney, “It’s very rewarding see students
excited about engineering and the manufacturing industry.”
The next chapter in Jennison
Corporation’s story will likely be a continuation of its first 30 years. Deb Jennison speaks
proudly of her father’s leadership and the
opportunity to follow his example. “My dad
built this business for all of us, not just the
Jennison family, but for all of the dedicated
people who believed in his vision. He wanted
Jennison Corporation to feel like family for
all of us, and he achieved that.” WP

PITTSBURGH
FIRSTS

1st FULL-SCALE
ATOMIC-POWERED PLANT

1st PULL-TAB
Pittsburgh-based company, Alcoa,
created the pull-tabs on cans in 1962.

The world's first full-scale atomic-powered plant for production of
electricity was opened at Shippingport, Pennsylvania, for the
Duquesne Light Company.

1st HOSPITAL
The first federal hospital built in
America, and, for 64 years was
the only medical institution west
of the Alleghenies.

YOU CAN HELP PITTSBURGH
BY JOINING ANOTHER FIRST...
Buy Pittsburgh First exists to bring awareness to local industrial companies in western PA. We are a grass roots movement that
encourages companies to examine their buying habits and support local supply and service companies. Local companies make
the difference in how our economy works & grows. Become involved with Buy Pittsburgh First and help us make purchasing
agents more aware of the regional resources that exist as viable options to out-of-state and international competitors.
When you buy locally we all win!

www.buypittsburghfirst.com
412-342-1626
stacey@BuyPittsburghFirst.com
An

Company

SMC.ORG

There’s Power in a Purchase. Use it wisely.31
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What Pittsburgh, AutoZone
and Denzel Washington

Have in Common
by Kathy Serenko

It’s hard to explain a logical connection between AutoZone and Denzel
Washington, unless that is, you’re talking
about the client list of St. Moritz’s Security
Services, Inc. St. Moritz entered the security business in 1982, expanding upon the
company’s commercial janitorial service
offerings.

Regatta, and Denzel Washington during
the 2010 filming of Unstoppable. Perhaps
less flashy, but extremely important to the
business world, is St. Moritz’s capacity to
provide a broad range of security services
to high rise office buildings, hospitals,
ATM service companies, chemical plants
and other manufacturing facilities.
“Good security is an investment,” says Tim Delano,
Operations Manager. “Our
clients recognize real value
in terms of risk management
and asset protection.”

While the company continues to provide cleaning services for high rises and
other commercial and industrial buildings,
its security division now serves a surprisingly agile national network that stretches
from Las Vegas to New York to Boston and
beyond. With more than $70 million in
annual revenue, the company ranks as the
15th largest among 4,000 security companies nationwide.
St. Moritz has provided security for the
Academy Awards, AutoZone, Swatch, Gen.
Norman Schwarzkopf, the Three Rivers
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St. Moritz is highly
regarded throughout the
industry for its flexibility and
responsiveness. The statistics behind the company’s
unique level of client service
are impressive. At its disposal
are 450 security affiliates and
1,500 independent police officers who
are equipped to handle armed, unarmed
and plainclothes security assignments. St.
Moritz responds to more than 22,000 assignments per month, with a 90-minute or
less on-site response time -- anywhere in
the nation.
When it comes to client service, it’s
easy to hear the passion in St. Moritz’s
leadership team. Jim Littler, Business
Development, explains the company’s
service philosophy. “Our clients shouldn’t

have to spend their time and resources to
manage security personnel; that’s why they
hire us. We manage all operations and back
the quality of our service.” St. Moritz helps
ensure staff accountability by conducting
unannounced, on-site inspections. Mr.
Littler adds, “We provide exceptional service to our clients, but we never diminish
the respect we give our professional security officers. Many of them have worked
for us for more than 20 years.”
St. Moritz employs nearly 800 in the
Pittsburgh region alone, and all operations
are run from the company’s Pittsburghbased International Communication
Center. From that single location, the
company’s expansive security network is
moved into action, 24 hours a day, 7 days
a week.
St. Moritz’s dedication to Pittsburgh is a
reflection of its history as a locally-owned
business that was founded in 1968 by life
long resident, Philip St. Moritz.
The Pittsburgh connection is one
reason St. Moritz’s leadership team values
their Buy Pittsburgh First membership,
and why they look forward to the new
opportunities that will open up now that
the company is a member of SMC Business
Councils.
“It’s a great way to meet and learn about
other Pittsburgh businesses,” says Director
of Business Development, Joe Mitchell.
“We can benefit from one another.” WP
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SMC Welcomes these New Members
(as of Nov. 1, 2015)
77 Design Company
www.77designco.com

Parke Interiors, Inc.
www.parkeinteriors.com

RJR Safety, Inc.
www.rjrsafety.com

Adams Strategy Group
www.adamsstrategy.com

Ross Staffing Solutions
www.rossllc.net

AIM – ON TECH

Pennsylvania Center for Employee Ownership
www.ownershippennsylvania.org

ARMSTRONG
www.armstrongwire.com

Pinnacle Financial Strategies
www.pinnaclestrategies.org

B2B CFO
www.denniskennedycfo.com

Project Execution Network, LLC
www.projectexecution.com

Battery Giant of Pittsburgh
www.batterygiantpgh.com

Project Salvage USA
www.psusa.org

The 504 Company
www.the504company.com
VSMPO-Tirus US
www.VMSPO-tirus.com
Walshak Communications, Inc.
www.hankwalshak.com

Bottom Line Financial Services
www.bottomline.com
Concensus Technologies
www.concensus.com
Dickie, McCamey & Chilcote, P.C.
www.dmclaw.com
Emerald Acres
Entertainment Unlimited, Inc.
www.entertainmentunlimited.com
Gillman Services Inc.
www.gillmannservices.com
Green Seven Technologies, LLC
www.teamgreen7.com
Healthy Start, Inc.
www.healthystartpittsburgh.org
Huth Technologies, LLC
www.huthtechnologies.com
J.P. Austin Associates
www.jpaustin.com
Jeannette Specialty Glass
www.jeannettespecglass.com
JP Myers & Associates
www.jpmyerscpas.com
KDL/Keystone Dedicated Logistics
www.KDLOG.com
Liberty Welding
www.libertywelding.com
Manufacturers Economic Development
www.medfas.com

SMC.ORG
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PARTING SHOT
THOUGHT LEADERS

Proud
Past.
Bright Future?
by PETRA MITCHELL
President & CEO, Catalyst Connection
Recently, the
Greater Pittsburgh
region received
additional recognition from the
U.S. Department
of Commerce,
which named the
area one of 12
regions for the
Investing in Manufacturing Communities
Partnership (IMCP). Such recognition tells
venture capitalists and other “financial types”
that Pittsburgh and the surrounding area are
“good places to invest your money.”
In explaining the IMCP, Commerce
Secretary Penny Pritzker said Pittsburgh and
the other IMCP regions will have priority
access to federal support for economic development activities related to manufacturing,
and we will be tapping into more than $1
billion available in assistance.
As the birthplace of American steel, our
region is still a giant in primary metals and
in the associated sectors of advanced materials, precision manufacturing, computing and
electronics.
With employment in the primary metals
sector at four times the national average,
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this region is also a major force in metals
exports, with $2.1 billion in primary metals
sent abroad each year. In fact, Pittsburgh is
the country’s sixth-largest metals exporting
city.

goals. With the skills gap and talent shortage
about which many of us are all too familiar,
these objectives are ambitious, yet achievable through cooperation among the types of
organizations mentioned earlier.

The metals and related manufacturing
sectors clustered in our region combine to
produce some of the most innovative products on the planet. The IMCP designation
gives the Pittsburgh region the necessary
prominence to attract more investment in
the metals sector, which promotes growth
and leverages the technology and innovation
assets which capitalize on our rich history.

It is new technology, however, like additive manufacturing (AM), which has the
potential to help us achieve our goals. AM
and its associated technologies in advanced
computing, digital manufacturing and 3D
printing, is attracting new students every
day; ones who may never have pursued
manufacturing careers otherwise. Only by
developing a highly skilled and motivated
workforce will we attract the investment we
need to grow the AM sector and build upon
our legacy as a region where we make things,
and make them well.

Local leaders from organizations in
the not-for-profit, government, industry
and academic sectors, including Catalyst
Connection and the City of Pittsburgh, came
together and developed a comprehensive
strategy to achieve aggressive goals for our
IMCP region. The plan calls for growing the
advanced manufacturing sector by 2 percent
annually over the next decade, which would
create 14,000 new jobs. During that time, we
will also need to replace about 16,000 people
who are projected to retire.
Therefore, over the next decade, we’ll
need to add 30,000 workers to the manufacturing sector if we are to achieve our IMCP

What is your company doing to help
ensure a strong future for manufacturing in
our region? WP
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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ADVANCING THE MANUFAC TURING AND SMALL BUSINESS COMMUNITIES

We Care about Your Work Family
as Much as You Do

Protection for your employees:
>
>
>
>

Health / Dental / Vision
Life / Accident / Disability
Workers Compensation
HR / Legal / Tax Expertise

…and more!

SMC Insurance Agency works with you on your
goals and within your budget to identify and
implement the best employee benefits program
for you and your employees.
Let our licensed insurance experts guide you
through the maze of employee benefits and
insurance regulation. Call today to schedule a visit.

Ask About

SMC NestEgg Retirement Savings Program
provides manufacturers and small businesses
with an easy-to-set up and administer retirement
savings plan for themselves and their employees.

smc.org

WESTERN PA OFFICE

CENTRAL PA OFFICE

600 Cranberry Woods Drive
Suite 190
Cranberry Township, PA 16066
800-553-3260

1017 Mumma Road
Suite 204
Wormleysburg, PA 17043
877-762-4748

Make an

IMPACT
on Your Business!

2016: Trade Missions to Mexico, Colombia & Peru
If you’re looking for opportunities to grow your business, join
the Duquesne University Small Business Development Center (SBDC)
IMPACT Project that looks for sales representatives for your company in
Mexico, Colombia, Peru and Chile.
The International Marketing to Pacific Alliance Countries for Trade
(IMPACT) initiative gives Pennsylvania companies the opportunity to
develop customers or clients in Mexico, Colombia, Peru and Chile —
the Pacific Alliance Countries. These nations have signed a Free Trade
Agreement with the U.S., eliminating or reducing tariff barriers on at
least 80% of products, and on many services.
If your company is in one of these sectors, participating in the
upcoming trade missions could pay off:
> Construction & Infrastructure
> Engineering
> Equipment Manufacturing
(Transportation & Power Generation)

> Mining
> Oil & Gas
> Petrochemical

To achieve the growth you need to stay
competitive, contact Brent Rondon,
Duquesne University SBDC, at
412.396.5670 or rondon@duq.edu
or visit www.sbdc.duq.edu/impact

